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ON THE DYNAMICS OF GINZBURG-LANDAU VORTICES IN 
INHOMOGENEOUS SUPERCONDUCTORS* 

HUAI-YU JIANt  AND BIN-HENG SONG* 

Abstract.   In this paper, the authors study the dynamical behavior for a system of parabolic 
equations from Ginzburg-Landau inhomogeneous superconductors. 

1. Main Results. Let m and n be positive integers. Consider the following 
initial-boundary value problem of Ginzburg-Landau system for Ue = (i^, v^, • * •, u™) '- 
Q, —> Rm with a smooth bounded domain Q C Rn : 

(1.1)     { 

^-A[/£    =    ^(a(x)-\U£\
2) + f(x,U£)U£    inn x (0,oo) 

Ue(x,t)       =   gi{x) onaQx(0,oo) 
17c(a;,0)       =    U°(x) in Q, 

where a and / are known functions, while £ is a very small positive parameter. The 
equation in (1.1) is a simple model which simulates inhomogeneous superconducting 
materials with a(x) being its equilibrium density of superconducting electrons. Here 
we do not intend to discuss its physical background, since there are detailed discussions 
in [1, 2, 3]. 

As £ —> 0, Lin in [4], independently Mete and Soner in [5], studied the dynamical 
law for the vortices of U£(x,t) solving the initial-boundary value problem (1.1) for 
the case a = 1 and / = 0. Their dynamical law is described by an ODE, ^y(£) = 
—Vw(y(t). Here w is the renormalized energy functional given by [6, p.21]. The results 
in [4] and in [5] were generalized to the Neumann boundary condition by Lin in [7]. 

However, the situation is completely different in the case where a(x) is not a con- 
stant. Chapman and Richardson in [1] used a matched asymptotic method to predict 
a new phenomenon, i.e., the vortices for problem (1.1) (more generally, for a more 
complicated equation involving magnetic field and electric field), are attracted to the 
the minimum points of a(x). In this paper we will prove this dynamical phenomenon 
rigorously. 

For this purpose, we made the following assumptions: 
(Hi)    gi : dQ, —> Rm is smooth, |^i(x)| = \/a(x) on d£l and deg(gi,d£l) > 0; 
(H2)    a G C2'a(Q)   (a > 0), and a(x) > 0 for all x € ft; 
(H3)    / eCQ(ftx R171)   (a > 0) is a bounded function; 
(EU) the initial data C/£

0 G C2(ft;i?m) (e > 0) satisfy U°(x) = g^x) on 90 
and 

ll^0llc(ft) <K,    f ^(aORW?!2 + ^(\U°\2 - a(x))2]dx < K 

for a constant K (independent of e ) and some / distinct points 61,62, • • • M in ft, 
where p[x) = minWx — 6j|, j = 1,2, • • •,/}. 
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To describe the vortex dynamics, we need to consider the ODE system 

faiit)    =    -a-^yjmVaiyjit)),   0 < t < T, 
(L2) I   %-(0)     =   bj 

for j = 1,2, • • •, I, where bjS are the same as in (H4) and Va is the gradient of the 
function a with respect to x = (xi, £2, • • • > ^n) € -ftn- 

THEOREM 1.1.     Suppose that n, m > 2 and hypothesis (H2) is satisfied.   Then 
there exists T G (0, +00] such that ODE system (1.2) has a unique Cs -solution 

(yi,y2,---,yi):[o,T)-^Rlm. 

Moreover, if for each j there is a Lipschitz domain Gj such that 
(H5)    bj <E Gj CC 0,   mmxedGj a(x) > a(fy)».7 = 1, • • •, *, 

then T = +oo,yj(t) ^ yi(t) for j ^ I and for all t G  [0,+oo),  and yj(t) G Gj 
for all t G [0,+oo) and all j,l = I,-- ,1. Furthermore, one has that for each j = 
1, • • •, /,   yj(t) —> Bj for some Bj G Gj with Va(Bj) = 0 as t —> 00 if the function 
lna(x) is an analytic function in a neighborhood of any b in Q with Va(6) = 0. 

When n = m = 2, Theorem 1.1 was proved in [8] by the first author. For general 
case, the proof is completely similar. So, we omit the details. 

THEOREM 1.2.      Suppose that n, m > 2 and hypotheses {Hi), (H2), (#3), (#4) 
and (H5) are satisfied. Let yj(t)   (1 < j < n) be solutions to problem (1.2) and set 

fi(a) =Ox (0,oo)\U^:1{(x,t) :x = yj(t),Q<t<oo}. 

Then one has a positive constant SQ (depending only the superemun of\f\) such that 
the set {Ue : e G (0,£o)} of the classical solutions to problem (1.1) is bounded in 
Hloc{Sl{a)). Moreover, there is a subsequence en | 0, such that U£n —> U weakly in 
Hloc(p,{a)), \u(x,t)\ = y/a{x) a.e. in fi(a), U = gi on d£l x (0,00) and U satisfies 
the equation 

^- - AU = ^(2|W|2 - Aa)   in  Df{n(a)). 

Furthermore, Suppose that n = m = 2 and the initial data U® satisfy, in addition to 
(Hs), the following (1.3) and (1-4): 

  1        _h 

(1.3) UQ
E(x) —> v/^)n(rr|1|)diei/l0(X)   weakly  in  Hioc(n\{bi,--A}) 

3=1 'j\ 

for some function ho(x) and some integers dj ^ 0, j = 1, 2, • • •, I with 

1 

^ dk = d = deg(g1,dSl)i 
k=l 

(1.4) / [|VC/°|2 + \(\U°\2 - a(x))2}dx < K(\ loge| + 1). 

Then for any given en I 0, there is a subsequence such that 

(1.5) Uen — \A^)ri(|
a;~2/i5!||)di^(x't)   strongly in Hloc{Sl{a)) 

j=i \x  y3\i)\ 
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and for any t G (0, oo), 

(1.6) U£n(x,t) -. y^IIC^f^e^) 
j=1 \x   yj\i)\ 

strongly  in  H^Cl \ {yi(t), • • • ,yz(0})- 

Here each limit h(x,t) satisfies a linear parabolic equation in the set Q(a). 
We will prove Theorem 1.2 in the next section. 

2. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Throughout this section, we use the letter C to 
denote various constants independent of e but maybe depending on Q,a,gi,f,K and 
other known quantities. 

we assume (#i), (#2)5 (#3)5 (-^4) and (#5), although some conclusions below need 
only part of these assumptions. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let U£ be classical solutions to (1.1). Then there is a positive 
constant EQ > 0 such that 

(2.1) \U£(x,t)\2 <C,   V(:M)efix[0,oo) 

and 

(2.2) iVE/efcM)!2 + 1^1 < |?,V(a;,t) G 0 x [e
2,oo). 

Proof. Let VF = |C/e|
2. Dropping the subscript £, we see that the equation in 

(1.1) reads as 

(2.3) dtW -AW + 2|VC/|2 - ™(a -W) + 2f(x, U)W. 

We use a contradiction arguement. If (2.1) were not true, one could use (Hi) and (#3), 
and employ the usual arguements for maximum principle to find a point (x£,te) G 
Q, x (0, 00) (for each e ) at which 

W>l + a(xe,te),   VW = 0,   dtW>0  and AW < 0. 

Moreover, (2.3) gives us 

dtW<2W(f(x,Ue)-±) 

at (xe,te). This yields a contradiction if 

e < so = {sup{x,v)eQxRny/\f(x,v)\ + 1)   ^ 

(see (#3)). 
By a scaling arguement, considering the equation for Ve(x,t) = U£(ex,e2t) and 

using the equation in (1.1) and standard local parabolic estimates, we immediately 
obtain (2.2). 

For classical solutions U£ to problem (1.1), define 

F(x,t) = f(x,U{x,t))U{x,t) 
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and 

(2.4) A{x) = ^x),   V£(x,t) = ^At   5=|)   vo = £ 

Then V£ satisfies 

A2 

(2.5) { 
dtV-A^AiAV)   =    J-^jV{l-\V\2) + F{x,t)      mfix^.oo) 

V   =   g, on  90 x (0, oo) 
V(x,0)    =   V£

0(x), in a 

Set 

(2.6) E£{V) = l^{AV)\2 + ^(l-\V\ 1 r.^/ .TrN.2   ,    ^ |T/|2\2I 

LEMMA 2.2.     For any T > 0, £/zere erczsts a positive constant cr(T) f depending 
on T) such that for all e G (0,£o) a^ ^ £ (O^CO) fln^ a^ * ^ [O^]? one ^a5 

Bs(yi{t))cn,   B6{yi{t))^B5{yj{t)) = ^  for  i^j, 

[    [ |^£|2^+  sup   /        {\VV£\
2 + ^(l-\V£\

2)2}dx<C(S,T) 
Jo   Jn5/4(t) -ot o<t<TJn5/4(t) 

e 

[T I &2dxdt+  sup   /        [|vt/£|
2 + l(a(^)-|[/£|

2)2]^<C(5,r). 
Jo   Jns/4(t)    ut o<t<TJn5/4(t) 

£ 

Proof    For each T > 0, by Theorem 1.1 we can find a a = cr(T) > 0 such that 

(2.7) ^^(l + suplVlna^)!)-1 

^ xen 

and for alU G [0,T], 

(2.8) min   {dw^^-^),^),   !%(*)-y/WI   M  ^ j} > 4a. 

As in [7; p.392], we choose a smooth monotone function (f) : [0, oo) —> [0, oo) such 
that 

(2.9) #r) 
r ,      if  r < a 
cr2,    i/  r > 2o-. 

Let 

POM) =   min   Ix-y^t)!. 

Then (f)(p(x,t)) is smooth both in x and in t for all (x,*) G Cl x [0,T] by (2.8). 
Neglecting the subscript e, using integration by partts and the fact dtV = dtg = 0 on 
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d£l x (0,oo), we obtain, by (2.5) and (2.6), that 

(2.10)        jt J <t>(p(x,t)E(V)dx 

= jT ^-E(V) + jT <f>(p)){V{AVWAVt) - e-*A*V(l - \V\2)Vt} 

= / ^p-EiV) - I AVtV{AV)\7<j>{p) - f 4>ip)[AA{AV)+ 6-^^(1 - \V\2)}Vt 

=  f ^RIE(V) - [ [A2\Vt\2<l> + AVt(VVAV<t> - 4>F) + A2VtVW<l>\dx 
Jn,    dt Jn 

<  f ^-E(V) -If <P(p)A2\Vt\
2 + f [4(\F\2 + |V|2|VAVv^|2) - A2VtVVV<j>}da 

Jn    at 2 Jn JQ 

<C(K,<r)-± f MA2\Vt\
2+ f{^-E(V)-A2VtVVV<P(p)}dx, 

where we have used (2.1), (#3) and (2.9). 
Using the notation u^ = ^ and the summation convention and repeating the 

arguements of Theorem 1.2 in [9], one can obtain that 

jt f <j>(p(x,t))E(V)dx < C(K,a) -l-f 4>{p)A2\Vt 

(2.11) + /{E(y)[(^(p)t-VlnaV0] + /i(y)}^ + /2(y) 

2 

where 

and 

I^V) = (AV^AV)^ - A<l>e(V) - {Ae^A^l - |y|2)2VlnaV(/) 

h(V) = -\ f ^{Ina^AV^AV - f AiV^AV)^ A Jn Jn 

(2.12) <C(a1a)[l+ f ^|V(A7)|2]. 
Jn 

If p(x,t) > a, by (2.8) and (2.9) one has that 

(2.13) E(V)\<t>(p)t - VlnaV0| + \Ii(V)\ < C(a,a)<l>(p)E(V). 

If p(x,t) < <J, on the other hand, then (j){p(x,t)) = \x — yj{t)\2 for some j. Hence 

Pij — uij 

and 

(2.14) h{V) = \VA\2{1 - 2) _ A4(1
2J

y|2)2[g + (x - «(*)) • Vina] < 0 

by (2.7). Moreover, (1.2) yields 

<t>{p)t - VlnaV^) = 2(a; - w(*))(VIna(w(t)) - Vlno(x)) 
(2.15) =2||lna||ca(n)0(p(x,t)). 
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Combing (2.10)-(2.13), one gets that 

[ <t>(p(x,t))Ee(Ve)dx+± [ (P(p(x,t))A2\(V£)t\
2<C[l+ [ <l>(p(x,t))Ee{Ve)dx] 

Jci z Jn Jn 

for all t G [0,T]. Hence, by Gronwall's inequality and (ii^), we deduce that 

[ (j)(p(x,t))E£(V£)dx + ^ [   [ ec^cj)(p(x,t))A2\dtV£\
2dxds <C(CT,T,K). 

Jn z Jo Jn 

This result, together with (#2), immediately implies the desired conclusions of Lemma 
2.2. 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and applying a diagnonal 
method for 5 I 0 and T f 00, we can prove the first conclusion of Theorem 1.2. Since 
the details are similar to those in [9], we omit them. 

Finally, if one suppose that m — 2 and (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied, then by virtue 
of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 again, the proof of (1.5) and (1.6) can be completed by the 
arguements similar to those in [7, p.394-395]. In this way, we have proved Theorem 
1.2. 
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